
Keep Entry Set with Dirk Lever

ABOVE THE TRENDS: SHAKER IS ALWAYS IN STYLE. 
Selecting the right hardware is a key element of true Shaker décor.

(Denver, CO – March 30, 2021) Shaker style is an enduringly popular design movement that neatly encompasses both traditional and 
modern elements. Tracing its roots to the 18th century, this versatile motif rises above fleeting trends with simple, classic lines, neutral 
colors, and an absence of ornamentation. As a precursor to the minimalist aesthetic, the Shaker look has an organic flair that is decidedly 
softer than the hard edge of today’s modernistic design. Shaker is about function and quality, with clean, natural decor and a long-lasting 
appeal that will not be quickly outdated. Careful attention to detail is needed to fully capture the Shaker look, from furnishings to color 
palette – and most importantly, finishing details like hardware. Choosing the proper hardware is a fast way to enhance Shaker style without 
breaking the budget.

Nostalgic Warehouse captures the essence of this trend with many pieces in its hardware portfolio. The brand is known for the authenticity 
of its period-inspired designs and dedication to time-honored techniques in construction and finishing. The New York collection includes 
a perfectly proportioned and balanced long plate and a timeless round knob - both smart choices to add style without being over the top. 
The Studio short plate offers a smaller version of the New York long plate for a simple, understated appearance. Their Classic rosette is pure 
Shaker style with clean lines, no detailing, and a variety of lovely finishes to choose from. Choose from an array of knob options to customize 
the finished look, including an authentic White Porcelain. All Nostalgic Warehouse hardware is crafted from hot-forged brass for amazing 
durability and reliable performance.

As a sister company in the Regal Brands corporate family, Ageless Iron also offers beautiful options 
for Shaker enthusiasts. Their entire hardware collection has a unique rustic-yet-contemporary feel 
that is a great choice for a Shaker-themed design space. With their clean silhouettes and matte black 
finish - the Keep long plate, Vale short plate, Loch rosette, and their coordinating knobs and levers 
are understated and refined - Shaker style at its best. Crafted of cast iron and finished by hand for a 
unique surface texture, Ageless Iron hardware is made to last and subjected to rigorous testing for 
durability. Each piece is zinc-plated and powder coated for uncommon resistance to corrosion, UV 
weathering and scratches. Ageless Iron hardware is assembled by hand in the USA and is covered 
by a five-year warranty on finishes and mechanical performance.

Bring on the Shaker style with smart choices in hardware. For more information about the fine 
products shown here, visit nostalgicwarehouse.com and agelessironhardware.com.

New York Plate with New York Knob in Antique Pewter 
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ABOUT NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE

Founded in 1980 by an antique store owner, Nostalgic Warehouse 
has grown from a modest proprietorship to a flourishing 
company. Known for its elegant styles and exceptional crafts- 
manship, the company is revered by restoration contractors, 
antique dealers, homeowners, designers, builders and architects 
who appreciate the uncommon beauty and quality of its product 
line. Nostalgic Warehouse uses hot-forged brass for solid, durable 
construction that can accurately display the intricacies of vintage 
design.  In keeping with the brand’s vintage roots, they also offer 
customers the option of using historically accurate mortise locks. 
Nostalgic Warehouse products are designed to last a lifetime. Nos-
talgic Warehouse is a division of Regal Brands. 

www.regal-brands.com

Keep Entry Set with Aeg KnobClassic Rosette with White Porcelain Knob in Oil Rubbed Bronze

ABOUT AGELESS IRON

Built to resist the toll of time and mother nature, Ageless Iron perfectly 
captures the look and feel of solid bronze hardware at an affordable price. 
This extraordinary line of hardware is crafted from hand-poured molten 
iron and transformed into exceptional knobs, levers, plates and more that 
can withstand the elements while keeping their stunning black finish. 
Meticulous craftsmanship ensures years of reliable performance with 
factory-lubricated wear-points and spring-assisted knobs and levers. Each 
piece comes with a five-year mechanical and finish warranty for lasting 
peace-of-mind. Ageless Iron is a division of Regal Brands.


